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Abstract

The main objective of Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) is economic development in its region but directly unproductive profit seeking activities such as drug trafficking is the prominent barrier to reach this goal. All members spend lots of money to fight against drug trafficking, as all of them suffer from drug addiction and drug related problems. The first step to cope with this problem is to identify the factors and incentives that make this region vulnerable for drug trafficking activities and to unearth what makes this region a haven for drug traffickers. A bulk of literature supports the concept that organized criminal organizations are not able to operate when there are not any forms of corruption since they are strongly interrelated. In this paper, we analyze the link between drug trafficking and corruption in ECO region in order to develop ECO strategies to hamper and interrupt these transnational crimes. Corruption has posed major challenges to the efforts taken to control drug and also has seriously damaged the ECO members’ image in international community. One of the practical solutions is the responsibility of ECO organization in implementing rule of law in the region. Undoubtedly, fighting against corruption in ECO region is a joint responsibility of international and intercontinental community and this responsibility requires collective action and cooperation among countries in the region.
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1. Introduction

Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) is the biggest economic association among Islamic countries and second regional cooperation organization in the world, whose activity covers an area of 7,000,211 square kilometers with the population of more than 350 million people (ecosecretariat.org). ECO’s main objective is economic development in its region and directly unproductive profit seeking activities such as drug trafficking is a tight barrier to reach this goal (Barro, 1991). ECO member states are among a big producer of opium and heroin in the world (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, UNODC, 2011) and all trafficking routes used for trafficking illicit drugs to the world pass through ECO countries (UNODC, 2011). All members spend lots of money to fight against drug trafficking, as all of them suffer from drug addiction and drug related problems. These problems are of the reasons that slow down development in the area. Mac Coun and Reuter (2001) reported that trafficking illicit drugs can affect developing countries by initially framing the effects of illicit drugs on development in terms of their impact on social stability and human and social capital, economic development, and political stability. Based on ECO objectives, it is necessary for ECO organization to take measures and address this issue. To this end, the first step to cope with this problem is to identify the factors and incentives that make this region vulnerable for drug trafficking activities and to unearth what makes this region a haven for drug traffickers. This is a legal research, which uses a qualitative method with a critical and structured descriptive approach to analyze the link between drug trafficking and corruption in ECO region in order to develop ECO strategies to hamper and interrupt these transnational crimes.

2. Corruption

Different perspectives have presented different definitions for the term ‘corruption’, for example, in bureaucratic views, corruption is termed as “illicit conduct used by individuals or groups to gain influence over the bureaucracy's actions” (Garrido, 1997). In public interest perspective, corruption is regarded as any kind of violation of the public interests to gain special advantages (Garrido, 1997); and also any conduct which goes astray from the normal, standard duties inbuilt to the public welfare in consequence of private interests,
including their family, clan, and friendship, in order to obtain personal benefits in terms of money or social status.

Carvajal (1999) states corruption usually involves agent-client relationships, exploitation of public office as well as violations of public interests. Transparency International (transparency.org) defines corruption as the misuse of entrusted power in favor of private gain, and indicates that corruption, in general, takes two diverse forms. The first type is according to the rule, involving paying a bribe in return for regular but preferential conduct, and the second one is against the rule in which the bribe is paid in order to make someone perform something which he/she is not allowed to do. Conversely, the Asian Development Bank (1998) describes corruption as conduct that officials engage in and inappropriately unlawfully make themselves and those close to them rich or provoke others to do so.

Corruption which has impact on drug trafficking is a significant factor bringing about weakness in developing states (Andreas, 1996), particularly countries with leading part in drug trafficking. Likewise, corruption is described as a hindrance to the development and sustainment of democracies where national wealth is exploited by small proportion of the population (Basar, 2012). According to International Monetary Fund (1997), impediment of economic growth; misallocation of talent connected instead of qualified individuals obtain coveted positions; reduction in the effectiveness and usefulness of international assistance; and losing tax revenue since bribes might be paid in order to escape taxes and customs are considered as major economic consequences of corruption.

3. Literature Review

A bulk of literature supports the concept that organized criminal organizations are not able to operate when there are not any forms of corruption since they are strongly interrelated. According to Freeman (reported in Morris, 2013), organized crime seeks for opportunities to generate and intensify corruption as it is not able to survive without it. She further claims that doing business involves bribing and threatening public officials, law enforcement officials and judicial agents. Not only does the organized crime make corruption in the government, but also corrupt states create organized crime. Correspondingly, Peter Andreas argues (1998) “corruption is two way street and involves not only the penetration of the state but also penetration by the state”.

Usually corruption has important role in and affect drug trafficking. Indeed, sometimes, corruption makes it hard to distinguish violators from enforcers (Morris, 2013). The majority of scholars (Naylor, 2009), (Pimental, 2003) and (Shelley, 2005) are of the opinion that there is a linkage between corruption and drug trafficking, and also they concur that several organized crimes such as drug trafficking cannot be operated without corruption. Beittel (2011) indicated that, corruption brings about neutralizing government action against the organization of drug trafficking, ensure impunity, and ease smooth operations. Naylor (2009) emphasizes that illegal payoffs to local officials and police not only allow these businesses to continue, but also maintain their activities and authority within specific geographic and political boundaries.

4. Corruption and Drug Trafficking Linkage in ECO Region

The corruption perceptions index (CPI) is particularly low in ECO region compared to the world average (transparency.org). Afghanistan ranks as the 172th country out of 175 according to the 2015 Transparency International corruption perception index (CPI) (transparency.org). Other ECO members face similar problems. It seems that this situation makes the region vulnerable for trafficking, especially central Asian countries which are the main route for trafficking drugs from Afghanistan to Russia and Europe. ECO is the most important region in terms of trafficking of Afghan heroin to Russia and remote areas in Europe. Heroin is being trafficked from Tajikistan to Kyrgyzstan (mainly) or Uzbekistan or directly to Russia (by air) (UNODC, 2009). The 2015 CPI for Tajikistan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan is very low and they have favorable environment for developing organized crime and corruption (transparency.org).

4.1 Corruption in Main Producer Country

Data shows (transparency.org) that the level of corruption in Afghanistan, as the main drug producer country in ECO, is extremely high. The recent research on Afghanistan discloses a more intricate and negotiated link between drug trafficking and the business of policing drug trafficking. In January 2010, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) publicized a report titled as “Corruption in Afghanistan”. This report revealed that, in 2009, Afghans paid USD 2.5 billion in the form of bribes and kickbacks, equivalent to 23% of Afghanistan’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Gonzalez, 2011). Reports (Checchia, 2012) also show that almost a quarter of Afghans have paid bribes to the Afghan National Police (ANP), supposed to take full responsibility in terms of establishing security all over the country by the year 2014 with Afghan National Army (ANA). It is
widely claimed that bribable officials working in the Kabul government, the Afghan National Police (ANP), and different provincial administrations are believed to be paid by opium traffickers (Peters, 2009). Corruption has spread out throughout the government in consequence of officials’ dealing with the business of the drug trade. Hence, corruption is a critical concern since it arguably leads as much to continuous insecurity in the south of Afghanistan where the insurgency is carried out through creating a perverse motivation for corrupt officials to set up good governance (Peters, 2009). According to a British study in 2008, numerous Afghans in the south of the country believe that state actors make larger profits from the business of drug trade compared to the insurgents (Peters, 2009). According to the director of an Afghan research institute, “Government officials and police officers are much more involved in drugs trade than the Taliban; after all, they hold the positions you need to facilitate the higher-level trade (Jelsma, 2009).” There are serious accusations that officials are receiving reimbursement from organized drug traffickers in return for protection and some may have a direct involvement in the drug trade (UNODC, 2009).

In Afghanistan, there are both high level and low level corruption (Basar, 2012). The majority of corruption in Afghanistan is low-level, such as "gift payments" to public officials and to other service providers, including the private sector (Myint, 2000). This corruption of course has a negative impact, for example, it can increase the costs of transportation and deprives the Afghan government of much needed funds (UNODC, 2009). High-level or “grand” corruption is associated with corrupt acts carried out by politicians as well as other top country officials and those with administrative positions (UNODC, 2009). According to Afghan Counter Narcotic officials (Blanchard, 2009), high government officials, governors and police commanders are involved in the business of drug trade. The report also identified the former warlords and commanders still in power and serve as district chief officers and the local police as the major problem regarding corruption, particularly in the Ministry of Interior. Likewise, in northern Afghanistan, numerous state actors who in preceding years were involved in the trafficking of opiate are now politicians, public officials and businessmen. These stakeholders are continually involved in the business of drug trafficking, bringing about high-level corruption (UNDC, 2012).

4.2 Corruption in Drug Trafficking Routes

Corruption is of course not limited to producer’s countries in ECO. Transnational trafficking networks have so far been able to take advantage of corruption in the region to transport tens of thousands of metric tons of precursors into Afghanistan and ship hundreds of tons of opiates to Europe via the Islamic Republic of Iran, Pakistan, Turkey and Central Asia (UNODC, 2009). Besides Afghanistan, other ECO members also suffer from corruption associated to drug trafficking (silkroadstudies.org) with both low level and high level of corruption promoting many sectors of society, including public sector and the private sector, the military and political parties (transparency.org). According to Bovenkerk and Yesilgoz (2004), the annual drug trade in Turkey was US$ 50 billion in the late 1990s, which exceeded the total Turkish state budget.

On the other hand, in Central Asians countries, new members of ECO organization, large parts of the political and law enforcement establishment are critically undermined by being involved in the drug trade. As a matter of fact, all of Central Asian countries are affected by illicit drug trade corruption (UNODC, 2012). The effects of embedded corruption in the government make favorable environment for organized crime in Central Asian countries, unintended consequences that emerge in the transition to the democratic system (Cengiz, 2010) and inability or insufficiencies to develop law enforcement in Central Asian countries. This helps strengthen organized crime groups and there are some factors that lead to corruption in these countries. Attempts to transition to a democratic regime failed in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan and resulted in a transition to more authoritarianism (Collins, 2012).

In Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, for example, in the 1990s, organized crime groups paid approximately US $10,000 to judges in order to release a low-level group member (Holmes, 2009). Approximately fifty percent of the Tajik population believes that the almost all officials take bribes (Centre for Strategic Studies under the President of Tajikistan & UNDP Tajikistan, 2011). The average monthly salary of a police officer is around 50 dollars in a month, therefore, police officers inevitably tend to take bribes rather than to enforce laws (Cengiz, 2010). In many such cases, officers are being paid to disregard rather than for active participation in the smuggling process (UNODC, 2012).

5. Money Laundering

Corruption among ECO member states is not just limited to taking bribes by high government officials or law enforcements. Money laundering is another important part of corruption in ECO area and is linked to drug trafficking. Money laundering has gradually, increasingly become a serious threat for ECO’s economy. Money laundering can potentially have devastating effect on economy, security, and society. It paves the ground for drug
dealers, illegal arms dealers, terrorists, corrupt public officials, as well as others to operate and spread out their criminal enterprises (McDowell, 2001). Based on information in the region, it is claimed that organized crime groups transfer billions of dollars through underground banking systems such as Havala and Hundi, which are informal money transfer networks (Passas, 2005). In such systems, it is not possible to know how much money is transferred for drugs, donations, payment for weapons or other supplies needed for drug trafficking. The United Nations and The World Bank calculated that Hawala dealers just in provinces of Helmand and Kandahar transfer more than $1 billion of money obtained from drug trade yearly (Thompson, 2007). In this vein, Senior Pakistani officials confirm that an overwhelming amount of money, i.e., one-third of Pakistan’s $8 billion Hawala trade is believed to be related to drug trafficking. Also, there is report that Turkish organized crime groups have become involved in an array of legal businesses to launder proceeds of heroin trafficking (EU Organized Crime Report, 2004).

6. Conclusion

Corruption has posed major challenges to the efforts taken to control drug and also has seriously damaged the ECO members’ image in international community. In this vein, the organized crime squads and insurgents, including the Taliban, has discovered that the most effective way is to take advantage of weak government institutions. Targeting government as well as administrative officials, who are assailable to corruption, can undermine government authenticity and consequently ensures greater leverage (Zarif, 2008). Therefore, the Taliban and associated rebels are not monopolizing the protection of the drug trade. Instead, they form close relationships with Afghan local government administrators, political leaders and police equally (Zarif, 2008). Corruption is not an issue limited to ECO region. In fact, it extends beyond the ECO region, including targeting countries. Accordingly, international donors are required to take sustained efforts and refocus significant energy (UNODC, 2009).

Undoubtedly, fighting against corruption in ECO region is a joint responsibility of international and intercontinental community and this responsibility requires collective action and cooperation among countries in the region. Given the importance of the fight against corruption, it appears to be a new chapter of the negotiations agenda discussed between ECO countries. Also, the battle against corruption is claimed to be directly connected to finding solutions for other problematic areas including the war on drugs, human rights, investment promotion, distinct democratization processes, and economic development (Garrido, 1997). Similarly, many bottom-up initiatives have commenced in ECO to fight corruption, which need to be promoted. The ECO members and the international community are under pressure to take such initiatives for greater transparency as well as effective action to fight corruption. One of the practical solutions is responsibility of ECO organization in implementing rule of law in the region.
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